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PUBLICATIONS 2015

Totals per year according to the EUI Institutional Research Repository CADMUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUBLICATION TYPE</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOOK</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTRIBUTION TO BOOK</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTICLE</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKING PAPER</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICAL REPORT</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOOKS

ABBOTT, Kenneth W., GENSCHEL, Philipp, SNIDAL, Duncan, ZANGL, Bernhard (ed/s); *International organizations as orchestrators*; Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2015;

ACHILLI, Luigi; *Palestinian refugees and identity : nationalism, politics and the everyday*; London : I.B. Tauris, 2015; [Migration Policy Centre];

ALIMI, Eitan Y., DEMETRIOU, Chares, BOSI, Lorenzo; *The dynamics of radicalization : a relational and comparative perspective*; New York, NY ; Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2015;

ALLEN, Franklin, CARLETTI, Elena, GRAY, Joanna (ed/s); *The new financial architecture in the Eurozone*; Florence : European University Institute, 2015, RSCAS, Florence School of Banking and Finance;

BARDI, Luciano, BARTOLINI, Stefano, TRECHSEL, Alexander H.; *The role of parties in twenty-first Century politics : responsive and responsible*; Abingdon, Oxon : Routledge, 2015, West European politics series; [EUDO];

BARDON, Aurélia, BIRNBAUM, Maria, LEE, Lois, STOECKL, Kristina, ROY, Olivier (ed/s); *Religious pluralism : a resource book*; Florence : European University Institute, 2015; RELIGIOWEST;

BECCI, Irene, ROY, Olivier (ed/s); *Religious diversity in European prisons : challenges and implications for rehabilitation*; Cham : Springer International Publishing, 2015;

BLONDEL, Jean; *The presidential republic*; Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire ; New York : Palgrave Macmillan, 2015;
BOSI, Lorenzo, Ó DOCHARTAIGH, Niall, PISOIU, Daniela (ed/s); Political violence in context: time, space and milieu; Colchester: ECPR Press, 2015, Studies in European political science;

COTICCHIA, Fabrizio, MORO, Francesco N.; The transformation of Italian armed forces in comparative perspective: adapt, improvise, overcome?; Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2015, Military strategy and operational art; Global Governance Programme;

DABROWSKA, Patrycja (ed/s); Essays on global safety governance: challenges and solutions; Warsaw: Centre for Europe, University of Warsaw; Oficyna Wydawnicza ASPRA-JR, 2015;

DEL SARTO, Raffaella A. (ed/s); Fragmented borders, interdependence and external relations: the Israel-Palestine-European Union triangle; London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Palgrave studies in international relations; [BORDERLANDS];

DEL SARTO, Raffaella A., STEINDLER, Chiara (ed/s); Uncertainties at the European Union’s southern borders; Special issue of European security, 2015, Vol. 24, No. 3; [BORDERLANDS];

DELLA PORTA, Donatella, DIANI, Mario (ed/s); The Oxford handbook of social movements; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015, Oxford handbooks in politics and international relations;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella, HANNSEN, Sakari, SIISIAIINEN, Martti, SILVASTI, Tiina (ed/s); The new social division: making and unmaking precariousness; Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Palgrave studies in European political sociology;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella, KEATING, Michael (ed/s); Sosyal bilimlerde yaklasimlar ve metodolojiler; Fatih; Istanbul: Küre Yayınları, 2015, Sosyal Teori;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella; I partiti politici; Bologna: Il Mulino, 2015, “Itinerari”; 3rd revised and updated version.;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella; Social movements in times of austerity: bringing capitalism back into protest analysis; Cambridge; Malden: Polity press, 2015; [COSMOS];

DZANKIC, Jelena, KACARSKA, Simonida, PANTIC, Natasa (ed/s); The governance of citizenship practices in the Post-Yugoslav states: the impact of Europeanisation; Special issue of European politics and society, 2015, Vol. 16, No. 3; [EUDO];

DZANKIC, Jelena; Citizenship in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia and Montenegro: effects of statehood and identity challenges; Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate, 2015, Southeast European Studies;

ELBASANI, Arolda, ROY, Olivier (ed/s); The revival of Islam in the Balkans: from identity to religiosity; Basingstoke; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Islam and nationalism;

FARGUES, Philippe, VENTURINI, Alessandra (ed/s); Migration from North Africa and the Middle East: skilled migrants, development and globalisation; London: I.B. Tauris, 2015, International Library of African Studies; [Migration Policy Centre];

FINGER, Matthias, MESSULAM, Pierre (ed/s); Rail economics, policy and regulation in Europe; Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2015;

FRANCOIS, Joseph, HOEKMAN, Bernard M. (ed/s); Structural issues at the World Trade Organisation; Special issue of World trade review, 2015, Vol. 14, No. 1;

HANCHER, Leigh, DE HAUTECLOCQUE, Adrien, SADOWSKA, Malgorzata (ed/s); Capacity mechanisms in the EU energy market: law, policy, and economics; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015;

HOEKMAN, Bernard M. (ed/s); The global trade slowdown: a new normal?; London: CEPR Press; Florence; European University Institute, 2015, VoxEU.org E-book;

HUSSAIN, A. Imtiaz, DOMINGUEZ, Roberto; North American regionalism and global spread; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Political science collection;
KROTZ, Ulrich, SCHILD, Joachim; Shaping Europe : France, Germany, and embedded bilateralism from the Elysée Treaty to twenty-first century politics; Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2015;

KROTZ, Ulrich; History and foreign policy in France and Germany; Houndmills : Basingstoke ; Hampshire : Palgrave Macmillan, 2015;

KUTZ, Christopher, RISS, Christopher, ROY, Olivier (ed/s); Religious norms in the public sphere proceedings of a conference held at UC Berkeley on May 6-7, 2011; Florence : European University Institute, 2014, RELIGIOWEST; RELIGIOWEST;

LEBARON, Genevieve, HOWARD, Neil P. (ed/s); Forced labour in the global economy : beyond trafficking and slavery short course. Volume 2; [S.L.], Open Democracy, 2015;

NARBONE, Luigi, LESTRA, Martin (ed/s); The Gulf Monarchies beyond the Arab spring : changes and challenges; Florence : European University Institute, 2015; Mediterranean Programme Series;

O’CONNELL DAVIDSON, Julia, HOWARD, Neil P. (ed/s); Migration and mobility : beyond trafficking and slavery short course. Volume 5; [S.L.], Open Democracy, 2015;

OMBELET, Pieter-Jan, LIEVENS, Eva, LEEFVER, Katrien, BAECKEVELT, Duncan, STEVENS, David; Audiovisueel materiaal op internet; Brugge : Vanden Broele NV, 2015, Praktijkboek recht en ICT; [Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF)];

ROY, Olivier; La peur de l’Islam : dialogue avec Nicolas Truong; Paris : Le Monde ; La Tour-d’Aigue : Editions de l’Aube, 2015, Le monde des idées;


STOECKL, Kristina, ROY, Olivier (ed/s); The future of religious education in Europe; Florence : European University Institute, 2015; RELIGIOWEST;

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna, GROPAS, Ruby; What is Europe?: London : Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, 21st Century Europe; [Global Governance Programme];

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna, ISAAKyan, Irina (ed/s); High-skill migration and recession : gendered perspectives; London : Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Migration, Diasporas and Citizenship;

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna, KOUKI, Hara, ΤΡΙΑΝΤΑΦΥΛΛΙΔΟΥ, Αννα, ΚΟΥΚΗ, Χαρά (ed/s); Δρόμοι και παράγοντες στη διακυβέρνηση της μη νόμιμης μετανάστευσης : συγκριτική ανάλυση των παράτυπων ροών προς την Ελλάδα, Drontes kai paragontes sti diakyvernisi tis mi nomimis metanastefsis : syngkritiki analyi ton paratypon roon pros tin Ellada; [S.L.]: Eliamep, 2015, IRMA Governing irregular migration;

TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna, MARCHETTI, Sabrina (ed/s); Employers, agencies and immigration : paying for care; Farnham, Surrey : Burlington : Ashgate, 2015, Research in migration and ethnic relations series;

UNTERREINER, Anne; Enfants de couples mixtes : liens sociaux et identités; Rennes : Presse universitaires de Rennes, 2015;

VADI, Valentina, DE WITTE, Bruno (ed/s); Culture and international economic law; London : Routledge, 2015;

VALCKE, Peggy, SUKOSD, Miklos, PICARD, Robert (ed/s); Media pluralism and diversity : concepts, risks and global trends; Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire ; New York : Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Palgrave global media policy and business; [Florence School of Regulation];
CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS

ABBOTT, Kenneth W., GENSCHEL, Philipp, SNIDAL, Duncan, ZANGL, Bernhard; Orchestrating global governance: from empirical findings to theoretical implications; Kenneth W. ABBOTT, Philipp GENSCHEL, Duncan SNIDAL and Bernhard ZANGL (eds), International organizations as orchestrators, Cambridge University Press, 2015, pp. 349-379;

ABBOTT, Kenneth W., GENSCHEL, Philipp, SNIDAL, Duncan, ZANGL, Bernhard; Orchestration: global governance through intermediaries; Kenneth W. ABBOTT, Philipp GENSCHEL, Duncan SNIDAL and Bernhard ZANGL (eds), International organizations as orchestrators, Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2015, pp. 3-36;

ACHILLI, Luigi, SAMRA, M. Abu; La Primavera Araba in Giordania: una lieve brezza o il preludio alla tempesta perfetta; Marco OMIZZOLO and Pina SODANO (eds), Migranti e territori: lavoro diritti accoglienza, Roma: Ediesse, 2015, Saggi, pp. 371-398;

ANDRETTA, Massimiliano, PIAZZA, Gianni, SUBIRATS, Anna; Urban dynamics and social movements; Donatella DELLA PORTA and Mario DIANI (eds), The Oxford handbook of social movement, Oxford: Oxford university press, 2015, pp. 200-218; [COSMOS];


ANDRETTA, Massimiliano, BOSI, Lorenzo, DELLA PORTA, Donatella; Trust and efficacy taking to the streets in times of crises: variation among activists; Marco GIUGNI and Maria T. GRASSO (eds), Austerity and protest: popular contention in times of economic crisis, Burlington: Ashgate, 2015, The mobilization series on social movements, protest, and culture, pp. 133-152; [COSMOS];

BARDI, Luciano; Esiste un sistema partitico europeo?; Guido LEVI and Fabio SOZZI (eds), Unione politica in progress: partiti e gruppi parlamentari europei (1953-2014), Assago: Cedam, 2015, Storia delle organizzazioni internazionali e dei processi e movimenti di cooperazione internazionale; 18, pp. 3-18; [EUDO];

BARDI, Luciano; Sistemi di partito e il caso italiano; Stefano PASSIGLI (ed.), La politica come scienza: scritti in onore di Giovanni Sartori, Firenze: Passigli editori, 2015, Il filo rosso, pp. 29-53; [EUDO];

BIRNBAUM, Maria; Exclusive pluralism: the problems of Habermas’ postsecular argument and the making of religion; Trevor STACK, Naomi R. GOLDENBERG and Timothy FITZGERALD (eds), Religion as a category of governance and sovereignty, Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2015, Supplements to method & theory in the study of religion, pp. 182-196; [RELIGIOWEST];

BOBBA, Giuliano, MCDONNELL, Duncan; Italy: a strong and enduring market for populism; Hanspeter KRIESI and Takis S. PAPPAS (eds), European populism in the shadow of the great recession, Colchester: ECPR Press, 2015, pp. 163-180;


BOSI, Lorenzo, DELLA PORTA, Donatella; Processes of disengagement from political violence: a multi-level relational approach; Ioannis TELLIDIS and Harmonie TOROS (eds), Researching terrorism, peace and conflict studies: interaction, synthesis and opposition, New York: Routledge, 2015, pp. 81-99;
CAFAGGI, Fabrizio; Transnational risk regulation and contractual governance; Hans-Wolfgang MICKLITZ and Takis TRIDIMAS (eds), Risk and EU law, Cheltenham : Edward Elgar, 2015, pp. 169-196;

CALOSSI, Enrico; I Partito della Sinistra Europea; Guido LEVI and Fabio SOZZI (eds), Unione politica in progress : partiti e gruppi parlamentari europei (1953-2014), Assago : Cedam, 2015, Storia delle organizzazioni internazionali e dei processi e movimenti di cooperazione internazionale ; 18, pp. 101-114;

CARLETTI, Elena, COLA, Paolo, GULATI, Mitu; Evaluating the 2013 Euro CAC experiment; Franklin ALLEN, Elena CARLETTI and Joanna GRAY (eds), The new financial architecture in the Eurozone, Florence : European University Institute, 2015, RSCAS, Florence School of Banking and Finance, pp. 123-135;

CASSARINO, Jean-Pierre; Nouveaux enjeux du système de la réadmission; Camille SCHMOLL, Hélène THIOULLET and Catherine WIHTOL DE WENDEN (eds), Migrations en Méditerranée : permanences et mutations à l’heure des révolutions et des crises, Paris : CNRS éditions, 2015, pp. 73-87; [BORDERLANDS];

COOPER, Ian; Bicameral or tricameral? national parliaments and representative democracy in the European Union; Richard BELLAMY and Sandra KRÖGER (eds), Representation and democracy in the EU : does one come at the expense of the other?, Abingdon : Routledge, 2015, Journal of European integration special issues, pp. 55-70;

COOPER, Ian; The Nordic parliaments and the EU; Caroline HOWARD GRØN, Peter NEDERGAARD and Anders WIVEL (eds.), The Nordic countries and the European Union : still the other European Community?, Abingdon : Routledge, 2015, Routledge advances in European Politics, pp. 104-121;

COSTA LOBO, Marina, SANTANA PEREIRA, José; Uma proposta para a reforma do sistema político; Viriato SOROMENHO-MARQUES and Paulo Trigo PEREIRA (eds), Afirmar o futuro : políticas públicas para Portugal, Lisboa : Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian, 2015, pp. 38-66; [Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF)];

COTICCHIA, Fabrizio, DE SIMONE, Carolina; The winter of our consent? : Framing Italy’s ‘peace mission’ in Afghanistan; Beatrice DE GRAAF, George DIMITRIU and Jens RINGSMOSE (eds), Strategic narratives, public opinion and war : winning domestic support for the Afghan war, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York : Routledge, 2015, Contemporary Security Studies, pp. 219-240;

COTICCHIA, Fabrizio; Stati fragili e narco-stati; Paolo FORADORI e Giampiero GIACOMELLO (eds), Sicurezza globale : le nuove minacce, Bologna : Il Mulino, 2015, Itinerari, pp. 23-42;

COTICCHIA, Fabrizio; Le implicazioni per la politica di difesa e lo strumento militare; Stefano M. TORELLI and Arturo VARVELLI (eds), L’Italia e la minaccia jihadista : quale politica estera?, Milano : ISPI ; Epokè, 2015, pp. 143-158;

DAWSON, Mark, DE WITTE, Bruno; Welfare policy and social inclusion; Anthony ARNULL and Damian CHALMERS (eds), The Oxford handbook of European Union law, Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2015, Oxford Handbooks in Law, pp. 964-990;

DE WITTE, Bruno, VADI, Valentina; Introducing culture and international economic law; Valentina VADI and Bruno DE WITTE (eds), Culture and international economic law, London : Routledge, 2015, pp. 1-16;

DE WITTE, Bruno; Market integration and cultural diversity in EU law; Valentina VADI and Bruno DE WITTE (eds), Culture and international economic law, London : Routledge, 2015, pp. 193-207;

DEL SARTO, Raffaella A.; Visa regimes and the movement of people across the EU and Israel-Palestine; Raffaella A. DEL SARTO (ed.), Fragmented borders, interdependence and external relations : the Israel-Palestine-European Union triangle, Basingstoke : Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 48-64; [BORDERLANDS];

DEL SARTO, Raffaella A., KHALIL, Asem; The legal fragmentation of Palestine-Israel and European Union policies promoting the rule of law; Raffaella A. DEL SARTO (ed.), Fragmented borders, interdependence and
external relations: the Israel-Palestine-European Union triangle, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 129-154; [BORDERLANDS];

DEL SARTO, Raffaella A.; Borders, power, and interdependence: a borderlands approach to Israel-Palestine and the European Union; Raffaella A. DEL SARTO (ed.), Fragmented borders, interdependence and external relations: the Israel-Palestine-European Union triangle, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 3-24; [BORDERLANDS];

DELLA PORTA, Donatella, MOSCA, Lorenzo, PARKS, Louisa; 2011: a year of protest on social justice in Italy; Mary KALDOR, Sabine SELCHOW and Tamsin MURRAY-LEACH (eds), Subterranean politics in Europe, Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, pp. 60-93;


DELLA PORTA, Donatella, PARKS, Louisa; Contentious politics in the EU; José M. MAGONE (ed.), Routledge handbook on European politics, Abingdon; New York: Routledge, 2015, pp. 857-872;

DELLA PORTA, Donatella, PARKS, Louisa; Europeanisation and social movements: before and after the great recession; Stefanie BÖRNER and Monika EIGMÜLLER (eds), European integration, processes of change and the national experience, Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Palgrave studies in European political sociology, pp. 255-278;

DZANKIC, Jelena; Resistance to extraterritorial citizenship in the unconsolidated states in South Eastern Europe; Timofey AGARIN and Ireneusz Pawel KAROLEWSKI (eds) - Extraterritorial citizenship in post-socialist Europe, London; New York: Rowman & Littlefield International, 2015, pp. 177-196;

ELBASANI, Arolda; Introduction: nation, state and faith in the post communist era; Arolda ELBASANI and Olivier ROY (eds), The revival of Islam in the Balkans: from identity to religiosity, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Islam and Nationalism, pp. 1-19;

ELBASANI, Arolda, SOMER, Murat; Michael RECTENWALD, Rochelle ALMEIDA and George LEVINE (eds), Global secularisms in a post-secular age, 2015, Religion and its others; 2, pp. 171-188;

EVAS, Tatjana, REICH, Norbert; Union citizenship: legal framework and dynamics; Ulrike LIEBERT and Janna WOLFF (eds), Interdisziplinäre Europastudien: eine Einführung, Wiesbaden: Springer VS, 2015, pp. 273-290;

FARGUES, Philippe, DE BEL-AIR, Françoise; Migration to the Gulf States: the political economy of exceptionalism; Diego ACOSTA ARCARAZO and Anja WIESBROCK (eds), Global migration: old assumptions, new dynamics, Volume I, Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 2015, pp. 139-166; [Migration Policy Centre];

FINGER, Matthias; A critical analysis of the potential of information and communication technologies for democracy and governance; Aroon MANOHARAN (ed.), E-Government and websites: a public solutions handbook, New York; Abingdon: Routledge, 2015, Public solutions handbook series, pp. 81-96;

FINGER, Matthias, MESSULAM, Pierre; Rail economics and regulation; Matthias FINGER and Pierre MESSULAM (eds), Rail economics, policy and regulation in Europe, Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2015, pp. 1-21;


GENSCHEL, Philipp, SEELKOPF, Laura; The competition state: the modern state in a global economy; Stephan LEIBFRIED, Evelyne HUBER, Matthew LANGE, Jonah D. LEVY, Frank NULLMEIER and John D. STEPHENS (eds), The Oxford handbook of transformations of the state, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015, Oxford handbooks, pp. 237-252;
GENSCHEL, Philipp, RIXEN, Thomas; Settling and unsettling the transnational legal order of international taxation; Gregory C. SHAFFER and Terrence HALLIDAY (eds), Transnational legal orders, New York : Cambridge University Press, 2015, pp. 154-183;

GEORGOPoulos, Aris; The EDA and EU defence procurement integration; Nikolaos KARAMPEKiOS and Iraklis OIKONOMOU (eds), The European Defence Agency: arming Europe, London ; New York : Routledge ; Taylor & Francis Group, 2015, pp. 118-135; [Global Governance Programme];


HERITIER, Adrienne; Fritz W. Scharpf, the joint-decision trap: lessons from German federalism and European integration; Steven J. BALLA, Martin LODGE and Edward C. PAGE (eds), The Oxford handbook of classics in public policy and administration, Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2015, pp. 498-513;

HOEKMAN, Bernard M.; International regulatory cooperation in a supply chain world; Stephen TAPP, Ari VAN ASSCHE and Robert WOLFE (eds), Redesigning Canadian trade policies for new global realities, Ottawa : Institute on Research on Public Policy, 2015, The art of the state, Vol. 6, pp. 1-29;

HOEKMAN, Bernard M.; Plurilateral agreements: managing variable geometry in the WTO; Andreas DÜR and Manfred ELSIG (eds), Trade cooperation: the purpose, design and effects of preferential trade agreements, Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2015, pp. 533-554;

HOEKMAN, Bernard M.; The WTO and the global economy: contemporary challenges and possible responses; Uri B. DADUSH and Chiedu I. OSAKWE (eds), WTO accessions and trade multilateralism: case studies and lessons from the WTO at twenty, Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2015, pp. 52-80;


ISAAKyan, Irina, TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna; Female high-skill migration in the 21st Century: the challenge of the recession; TRIANDAFYLLIDOU, Anna and ISAAKyan, Irina (eds), High skill migration and recession: gendered perspectives, London : Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, Migration, Diasporas and Citizenship, pp. 3-21;


KUCHERENKO, Vasyl V., CHRISTEN, Cindy T.; Guarded or guardless?: the role of political knowledge in spotting manipulation in news about international affairs and resisting its persuasive effects; Bogusława DOBEK-OSTROWSKA and Michal GLOWACKI (eds), Democracy and media in Central and Eastern Europe 25 years on, Frankfurt am Main ; Bern ; Bruxelles ; New York ; Oxford ; Warszawa ; Wien : Peter Lang, 2015, Studies in communication and politics ; Vol. 4, pp. 137-157;

Laffan, Brigid; Hume in Europe; Seán FARREN and Denis HAUGHEY (eds), John Hume : Irish peacemaker, Dublin : Four Courts Press, 2015, pp. 155-167;

LISI, Marco, SANTANA PEREIRA, José; Personalização das campanhas em eleições legislativas: o contexto importa?: campanhas antes e depois da troika (2009-2011); André FREIRE, Marco LISI and José Manuel Leite VIEGAS (eds), Crise económica, políticas de austeridade e representação política, Lisboa : Assembleia da República, 2015, pp. 137-156; [Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF)];
LUM, Kathryn; Labor migration from India to Italy: debunking the myth of the undesirable low-skilled migrant in the European Union; Diego ACOSTA ARCARazo and Anja WIESBROCK (eds), Global migration: old assumptions, new dynamics, Volume 1, Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 2015, pp. 219-250; [Migration Policy Centre];

MARKANDYA, Anil, LABANDEIRA, Xavier, RAMOS, Ana; Policy instruments to foster energy efficiency; Alberto ANSUATEGI, Juan DELGADO and Ibon GALARRAGA (eds), Green energy and efficiency: an economic perspective, New York; London: Springer international publishing, 2015, Green energy and technology, pp. 93-110; [Florence School of Regulation];

MAVROIDIS, Petros C., DE MELO, Jaime; Climate change policies and the WTO: greening the GATT, revisited; Scott BARRETT, Carlo CARRARO and Jaime DE MELO (eds), Towards a workable and effective climate regime, London: CEPR Press, VoxEU.org e-Book, pp. 225-236;

NAURIN, Daniel; The councils of the EU: intergovernmental bargaining in a supranational polity; Jeremy RICHARDSON and Sonia MAZey (eds), European Union: power and policy-making. Fourth edition, Milton Park, Abingdon; New York: Routledge, 2015, pp. 135-158;

RODRÍGUEZ GONZÁLVEZ, Francisco; The dynamics of the European social model: an evolving polarisation?; Serena ROMANO and Gabriella PUNZIANO (eds), The European social model adrift: Europe, social cohesion and the economic crisis, Farnham: Ashgate, 2015, pp. 17-42;

ROSSI, Federico Matías, DELLA PORTA, Donatella; Mobilizing for democracy: social movements in democratization processes; Bert KLANDERMANS and Cornelis VAN STRALEN (eds), Movements in times of democratic transition, Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2015, pp. 9-33; [COSMOS];


SONZOGNI, Barbara, CECCONI, Federico, ANDRIGHETTO, Giulia, CONTE, Rosaria; An agent based model of Camorra: comparing punishment and norm-based policies in contrasting illegal activities; Andreas HERZIG and Emiliano LORINI (eds), The cognitive foundations of group attitudes and social interaction, Cham: Springer, 2015, Studies in the philosophy of sociality; 5, pp. 191-202; [EUDO];


THIBOS, Cameron; Stalemate in the Armenian genocide debate: the role of identity in Turkish diasporic political engagement; Nando SIGONA, Alan GAMLEN, Giulia LIBERATORE and Hélène NEVEU KRINGELBACH (eds), Diasporas reimagined: spaces, practices and belonging, Oxford: Oxford diasporas programme, 2015, pp. 207-210; [Migration Policy Centre];

TORRES, Francisco S.; Political economic and monetary union: EU and domestic constraints; José M. MAGONE (ed.), Routledge handbook on European politics, Abingdon; New York: Routledge, 2015, pp. 763-776;

TRIANDAFYLLOU, Anna; *The multicultural idea and Western Muslims*; Roberto TOTTOLI (ed.), *The Routledge Handbook on Islam in the West*, London : Routledge, pp. 214-229;

UMBACH, Gaby; *Umwelt- und Klimapolitik*; Werner WEIDENFELD and Wolfgang WESSELS (eds), *Jahrbuch der Europäischen Integration*, Nomos : Baden-Baden, 2015, pp. 233-238;

UMBACH, Gaby; *Meerespolitik*; Werner WEIDENFELD and Wolfgang WESSELS (eds), *Jahrbuch der Europäischen Integration*, Nomos : Baden-Baden, 2015, pp. 207-208;

VALCKE, Peggy, PICARD, Robert, SUKOSD, Miklos; *A global perspective on media pluralism and diversity: introduction*; Peggy VALCKE, Miklos SUKOSD and Robert PICARD (eds), *Media pluralism and diversity: concepts, risks and global trends*, Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire ; New York : Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, *Palgrave global media policy and business*, pp. 1-22; [Florence School of Regulation];

VALCKE, Peggy, PICARD, Robert, DAL ZOTTO, Cinzia, SUKOSD, Miklos, KUCZERAWY, Aleksandra, KERREMANNS, Robin; *Indicators for media pluralism*; Peggy VALCKE, Miklos SUKOSD and Robert PICARD (eds), *Media pluralism and diversity: concepts, risks and global trends*, Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire ; New York : Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, *Palgrave global media policy and business*, pp. 121-138; [Florence School of Regulation];

VIDIGAL, Geraldo; *Conservação de recursosmarinhos e o uso de medidas de coerção econômica: impacto do direito da OMC sobre o direito do mar*; Wagner MENEZES (ed.), *Direito do mar: desafios e perspectivas*, Belo Horizonte : Arraes editores, 2015, pp. 386-399;

VINK, Maarten Peter, GIELEN, Willem, SCHMEETS, Hans; *Opvattingen over dubbele nationaliteit*; Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (ed.), *Nationaal kiezersonderzoek 2006-2012*, Den Haag ; Heerlen : Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2015, pp. 77-93;
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ZAHRA, Maysa; The legal framework of the sponsorship systems of the Gulf Cooperation Council countries: a comparative examination; Migration Policy Centre, GLMM, Explanatory note, 10/2015; The GLMM programme is conducted by the Gulf Research Centre (GRC) and the Migration Policy Centre (MPC) and financed by the Open Society Foundations (OSF).;

ZAHRA, Maysa; United Arab Emirates’ legal framework of migration; Migration Policy Centre, GLMM, Explanatory Note, 05/2015; The GLMM programme is conducted by the Gulf Research Centre (GRC) and the Migration Policy Centre (MPC) and financed by the Open Society Foundations (OSF).;
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FELLOWS

JEAN MONNET FELLOWS

Academic Year 2014-15

BRINCA Pedro, Stockholm University, Financial Frictions and Business Cycle Fluctuations

COTICCHIA Fabrizio, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna, European Military Transformation in Comparative Perspective

DESTRADI Sandra, German Institute of Global and Area Studies, Reluctant Hegemons: Explaining India’s and Germany’s Approaches to Regional Governance

HEDBERG Masha, EUI, State Authority or Self-Reliance? Explaining New Modes of Governance in Post-Communist Countries

LE TEXIER Marion, University Paris Diderot, Modelling the Spatiotemporal Circulation of International Coins: An Attempt to Map Territorial Integration in Europe through Ages

LEFKOFRIDI Zoe, EUI, European Democracy in Times of Crisis: Citizens’ Engagement in EU-Level Initiatives & Elections

LEMIÈRE Sophie, IRASEC-CNRS, Politics in a Grey Zone: Connivance Militancy in Malaysia and Tunisia

MARCHETTI Sabrina, Utrecht University, The New Global Governance of Paid Domestic Work

McCREA Ronan, University College London, The Curiously Secularizing Effect of the Return of Religion to European Public Life

MEDDEB Hamza, EUI, Perceptions of Borders and Borderlands: North African Transitions at the European Periphery

PAL Timea, EUI, Global Governance of Labor and Environment: Understanding Public-Private Regulatory Complementarities

POUESSEL Stéphanie, Political Transitions in the Arab World. The European Diasporas Implication in the Democratic Process in Tunisia and Libya

ROMEI Federica, LUISS Guido Carli, Public Debt Deleveraging

SCHLEIFER Philip, London School of Economics, Many Actors Many Goals: The Effectiveness of Transnational Rule-Making Organizations

SEETOUL Elyamine, EUI, Comparative Analysis of Enlistment among Ethnic Minorities in the French and British Armies

VELLA Eugenia, EUI, Fiscal Consolidation and the Underground Economy: the Case of the Southern European Countries

VIDIGAL Geraldo, Università Bocconi, Reparation versus Retaliation: Remedies and Compliance in Global Economic Governance

WILLIAMS Christopher, Maastricht University, Mapping Democracy: A Comparative Study of Political Representation in the European Union
YE Bin, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, EU-China FTA: A New and Stable Basis to Manage and Improve EU-China Trade Relations?

Academic Year 2015-16

COOPER Ian, University of Cambridge, The Union of Parliaments: National Parliaments and the New Architecture of Democratic Politics in the EU

GRABBE Heather, Open Society European Policy Institute, Inside the Black Box: Policy-Making and Politicisation of Free Movement of Persons in the EU

REILLY James, University of Sydney, Chinese Carrots and Sticks. Beijing’s Economic Statecraft in Europe

VIOLA Lora, Freie Universität Berlin, ‘Groupification’ and the Transformation of Governance Institutions

VÖSSING Konstantin, Humboldt University Berlin, The Formation of Public Opinion about European Integration

MAX WEBER FELLOWS

The RSCAS began hosting Max Weber Fellows in the Academic year 2015-16

Academic Year 2015-16

AFESORGBOR Sylvanus Kwaku, Aarhus University, Economic Sanctions, International Trade and Political Regimes

BOZZOLA Martina, Graduate Institute of International Development Studies (Geneva), Climate Policies and Agriculture

CALÒ Silvia, Trinity College Dublin, Fiscal Devolution and International Macroeconomics in the EU

COMTE Emmanuel, EUI, Inequality and Efficiency in Education and Labour Markets

GUIDA Aitana, York University (Toronto), Nativism, Human Rights, and the New Discourses of Xenophobia in Southern Europe

KEDEM Nadav, University of Haifa, The Role of Status in International Relations

LEMIÈRE Sophie, EUI, Politics in a Grey Zone: Connivance Militancy in Malaysia and Tunisia


LENZ Tobias, Georg-August University of Göttingen, Under What Conditions Do Regional Organizations Evolve Institutionally?

SCHLEIFER Philip, EUI, Private Governance in Global Environmental Politics

TEIXIDO-FIGUERAS Jordi, University Rovira I Virgili, EU Climate Policy: Distributional Issues
MARIE CURIE FELLOWS 2010-2015

HOWARD Neil, University of Oxford, The Anti-Politics of Anti-Trafficking: A Comparative Study of Anti-Trafficking Policy and Practice in Benin and Italy (from May 2013)

NORI Michele, Wageningen University, TRA_MED Patterns of Pastoral Migrations in the Mediterranean Region (from September 2014)

DZANKIC Jelena, EUI, The Unbearable Lightness of Europeanization: Extradition Policies and the Erosion of Sovereignty in Former Yugoslavia (from September 2013 to August 2015)

SCRINZI Francesca, University of Glasgow, Migration, Religion and Work in Comparative Perspective: Evangelical ‘Ethnic Churches’ in Southern Europe (from December 2015)

EU FELLOWS

Sep – Dec 2015

DE FEO Alfredo, European Parliament, The History of Budgetary Powers and Politics in the EU

WILMS Günter, European Commission, Cracks in the Foundations: How Can the EU Establish that its Basic Values Are at Risk?

ROBERT SCHUMAN FELLOWS

Academic Year 2014-15

BANTING Keith, Queen's University Ontario

CHRISTIANSEN Thomas, Maastricht University

HAHN Robert, University of Oxford

KAMIR Orit, Israeli Centre for Human Dignity

KYMLICKA Will, Queen's University Ontario

MODOOD Tariq, University of Bristol

SCHIRM Stefan, Ruhr University of Bochum

September - December 2015

BRUNER David M., Appalachian State University

FEIGENBAUM Harvey B., George Washington University

GRANDE Edgar, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München

KAMIR Orit, Israeli Centre for Human Dignity

PAMPEL Fred, University of Colorado Boulder
SAHANHUJA PERALES José Antonio, Universidad Complutense of Madrid
SPANOU Calliope, University of Athens
SPIRO Peter John, Temple University
WODAK Ruth, Lancaster University

VISITING FELLOWS

Academic Year 2014-2015

BONGARDT Annette, Universidade Fernando Pessoa Porto
BOSCH Peter, European Commission
CORNELISSE Galina, VU University Amsterdam
DE PRADO César, Barcelona Institute of International Studies
DRAKE Helen, Loughborough University
EL MUHTASEB Lamis, University of Siena
ELBASANI Arolda, EUI
FALCE Valeria, European University of Rome
GIOVANNETTI Giorgia, University of Florence
HARDT Heidi, University of California, Irvine
HILL Christopher, London School of Economics
IMAI Takako, Seikei University
JACHTENFUCHS Markus, Hertie School of Governance
KIRPITCHENKO Liudmila, Deakin University Australia
KLIEM Martin, Deutsche Bundesbank
LECETA José Manuel, European Institute of Innovation and Technology
LECUYER Oskar, University of Bern
LEVITT Peggy, Wellesley College
MATERA Camilla, University of Florence
NWOKORA Zim, University of Melbourne
ROSE Richard, University of Aberdeen
SANFILIPPO Marco, University of Antwerp
SIGONA Nando, University of Birmingham
SONG Weiqing, University of Macau
STOECKL Kristina, Università di Roma ‘Tor Vergata’
TITSHAW Scott, Mercer University
VASILYAN Syuzanna, American University of Armenia
YILMAZ Bahri, Sabanci University
September - December 2015

BARDI Luciano, EUI
CICCHI Lorenzo, EUI
DEBONO Daniela, Malmö University
DE FEO Alfredo, European Parliament
DUMBROWSKY Tomas, Yale Law School
HEDBERG Masha, EUI
MAIANI Francesco, University of Lausanne
MCCREA Ronan, University College London
ROSE Richard, University of Aberdeen
APPENDIX III

LIST OF RESEARCH PROJECTS ACTIVE IN 2015

INTEGRATION, GOVERNANCE AND DEMOCRACY

1. ANTICORRP: Global Trends and European Responses to the Challenge of Corruption
2. CMPF: Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom
3. COMPCITXU: In the Frame of Party Competition: citizenship, voting rights and nation-building in the post-Yugoslav Space (Marie Curie Fellowship Project)
4. Cultural Base
5. ECMPF: Strengthening Journalism in Europe: Tools, Networking, Training
6. Electoral rules and electoral participation in the European elections: the ballot format and structure
7. EUDO: European Union Democracy Observatory
8. ILEC: Involuntary Loss of European Citizenship: Exchanging Knowledge and Identifying Guidelines for Europe
10. Media Pluralism Monitor 2 (MPM 2)
11. MOBDEM: Mobilizing for Democracy (ERC Advanced Grant project)
13. POLCON: Political Conflict in Europe in the Shadow of the Great Recession (ERC Advanced Grant project)
14. RELIGIOWEST (ERC Advanced Grant project)
15. Report on Freedom of Expression
16. Study on the European Parliament as a driving force of European Constitutionalization
17. Towards a Pluralistic Society in Italian Cities
18. Willing To Pay? (ERC Advanced Grant project)
REGULATING MARKETS AND GOVERNING MONEY

19. A conceptual framework for the evolution of the operation and regulation of electricity transmission systems towards a decarbonised and increasingly integrated electricity system in the EU

20. Assessment of EU Climate Policies

21. EFN: European Forecasting Network

22. ENTRANCE: Training of National Judges in EC Competition Law

23. EU and National Policies for Renewable Energy

24. European Infrastructure Package for Electricity and Gas

25. Florence School of Banking and Finance

26. Florence School of Regulation: Climate

27. Florence School of Regulation: Communication and Media

28. Florence School of Regulation: Energy

29. Florence School of Regulation: Transport

30. Florence School of Regulation: Water

31. Loyola de Palacio Chair on EU Energy Policy

32. Ownership Links and Enhanced European Transaction Log (EUTL) Dataset Project

33. Pierre Werner Chair Programme

34. Regimes for granting rights to use hydropower in Europe

35. Restoring Multilateral Trade Co-operation

36. Seminar for National Judges: The Place of the National Judiciary in the Single Market for Telecoms

37. Seminar for National Judges Specialised in Electronic Communications Law

38. The E15 Initiative: Task Force on Regulatory Systems Coherence

39. Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa Chair


41. World is changing, does transport follow? The role of regulation in preparing transport for the future

21ST CENTURY WORLD POLITICS AND EUROPE

42. Advising4Development

43. AP-AT: The Anti-Politics of Anti-Trafficking – A Comparative Study of Anti-Trafficking Policy and Practice in Benin and Italy (Marie Curie Fellowship project)

44. BORDERLANDS (ERC Starting Grant project)

45. CARIM: Consortium for Applied Research on International Migration

46. CONTENTION: Control of Detention

47. CRIS: The Cross-Regional Information system on the Reintegration of Migrants in their Countries of Origin

48. DemandAT – Addressing Demand in Anti-Trafficking Efforts and Policies
49. DEMO: India-EU MaP: Developing Evidence based Management and Operations in India-EU Migration and Partnership

50. DIRECTIONS: Studying the social dimensions and dynamics of change in post-2011 North Africa

51. Divided We Stand

52. ETEM V: External Thematic Expertise on Migration

53. EUBorderCare: ‘Intimate Encounters in EU Borderlands: Migrant Maternity, Sovereignty and the Politics of Care on Europe’s Periphery’ (ERC Starting Grant project)

54. European Emigration Governance: emigration and diaspora policies and discourses in the post-crisis era (Marie Curie Fellowship Project)

55. European Security/Security Working Group

56. Exploring new avenues for labour/economic migration

57. FEMIDE: Female Migrants from Developed Countries in Southern Europa: a Study of Integration (Marie Curie Fellowship Project)

58. GLMM: Gulf Labour Markets and Migration

59. Global Governance Programme

60. Globalisation Database

61. INTERACT: Researching Third Country Nationals’ Integration as a Three-Way Process: Immigrants, Countries of Emigration and Countries of Immigration as Actors of Integration

62. ITHACA: Integration, Transnational Mobility and Human, Social and Economic Capital Transfers

63. Mapping labour market integration support measures for asylum-seekers and refugees

64. MED: Middle East Directions

65. Mediterranean 2030

66. Mediterranean Programme

67. MIGRANTCHRISTIANITY: Migration, religion and work in comparative perspective. Evangelical ‘ethnic churches’ in Southern Europe (Marie Curie Fellowship Project)

68. Migration Policy Centre

69. Migration Working Group

70. MISMES: Provision of expertise for an inventory of migrant support measures from skills and employment perspective

71. MOOC: Europe in the World: Law and Policy Aspects of the EU and Global Governance

72. REDIAL: Return directive dialogue

73. Rethinking Political Agency in the Middle East: Engaging Political Anthropology

74. Services, Firm Performance and Exports in sub-Saharan Africa

75. Summer School on Mediterranean Migration and Development

76. Syrian Refugees: a snapshot of the crisis in the Middle East and Europe

77. The protection of democracy in integration organisations in Europe and Latin America and the Caribbean

78. TRAFFICKO Trafficking for Labour Exploitation: Assessing AntiTrafficking Interventions in Italy

79. TRA_MED–Patterns of Pastoral Migrations in the Mediterranean Region (Marie Curie Fellowship project)

80. Transatlantic Programme
APPENDIX IV

CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS 2015

16 January
Kick Off: A Conceptual Framework for the Evolution of Regulation of Electricity Transmission System Operation Towards a Decarbonised and Increasingly Integrated Electricity System in the EU
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

19 - 20 January
Workshop: Interdisciplinary Workshop on Religious Pluralism
Programme/Organiser: RELIGIOWEST / Stoeckl

29 - 30 January
Conference: Mobility in Crisis. Is Europe Becoming more Mobile during the Economic Crisis or is European Mobility in Crisis?
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Triandafyllidou, Baubock

29 - 30 January
Programme/Organiser: CMPF / Brogi

30 January
Advisory Council: The Completion of the Internal Energy Market
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

06 February
Forum: 7th FSR & BNetzA Forum on Legal Issues of Energy Regulation
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Sadowska

06 February
Conference: Smart Cities, Smart Regulation?
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Gori

13 - 14 February
Workshop: Negotiating the Non Negotiable
Programme/Organiser: RELIGIOWEST / Nadia Marzouki

17 - 18 February
Conference: Transforming Innovation Policy for Europe: Towards a New Theory
Programme/Organiser: RSCAS / Leceta

20 February
Workshop: Out-of-Court Dispute Settlement in the Energy Sector
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Micklitz
27 February
Conference: INTERACT Final Conference. Migrant Integration and Transnational Links: Competing or Complimentary?
Programme/Organiser: INTERACT / Weinar

09 March
Workshop: 3rd Florence Intermodal Forum. Mobility-as-a-Service: From the Helsinki Experiment to a European Model?
Programme/Organiser: FSR Transport / Bert

12 March
Workshop: Internet and Content: Options for the Future
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Gori

13 March
Workshop: Vienna Forum on European Energy Law
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Sadowska

19 - 20 March
Conference: Symposium: The Banking Union and the Creation of Duties
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Grundmann

20 March
Advisory Council: Energy Union: Content or Packaging? An open debate in Brussels … and at the Florence School
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

24 March
Conference: Parliaments and Parliamentary Elections in Europe
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Lefkofridi, Fromage, Fasone

30 March
Conference: The Right to be Forgotten
Programme/Organiser: RSC & LAW / Parcu

4-5 April
Workshop: Social Movements in the Crisis: Experiences from the World
Programme/Organiser: RELIGIOWEST / Roy

9 - 10 April
Workshop: Electricity Markets and RES Integration
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Andres Delgadillo

10 April
Workshop: Project for the Update and the Pilot Test Implementation of the Media Pluralism Monitor
Programme/Organiser: CMPF / Elda Brogi

17 April
Workshop: FSR Policy Event
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant
17 April
Workshop: Time Varying Coefficient Models for the Study of Monetary Policy
Programme/Organiser: PWC / Canova

20 - 21 April
Conference: Domestic Dynamics and Global-regional Perspectives in the Gulf Region. Implications for the European Union
Programme/Organiser: RSC / Krotz

23 April
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Carletti

24 April
Conference: EUI-nomics 2015. Debating the Economic Conditions in the Euro Area and Beyond
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Marcellino

24 April
Workshop: Own Resources of the European Union
Programme/Organiser: RSC / De Feo

24 - 25 April
Workshop: Re-reading Scharpf
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Genschel

28 April
Workshop: Special Session of the MWG: Re-imagining Citizenship
Programme/Organiser: MPC / Triandafyllidou

4 - 5 May
Conference: International Politics, Diplomacy and Religion
Programme/Organiser: RELIGIOWEST / Roy

7 May
Meeting: State of the Union: The Cybersecurity Market and Policy Responses
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

7 May
Meeting: State of the Union: The Fourth Estate in the State of Surveillance
Programme/Organiser: CMPF /

8 May
Workshop: EU Energy Law & Policy Workshop
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

11 May
Programme/Organiser: RSCAS / Laffan

13 - 14 May
Workshop: The WTO Case Law of 2014
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Mavroidis, Hoekman
14 - 16 May
Workshop: ENTraNCE 2015 Final Workshop. Challenges Faced by Judges in Enforcing Competition Law. EU and National Perspectives
Programme/Organiser: ENTRANCE 2015 / Parcu

14 May
Meeting: Horizon 2020 Cooperation through Diversity meeting
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Giovannetti

14 - 15 May
Workshop: Beyond the Democratic Deficit: Political Representation and Differential Responsiveness in the European Union
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Laffan, Lefkofridi, Williams

15 May
Conference: The WTO @ 20. Taking Stock and Looking Forward
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Mavroidis, Hoekman

18 May
Workshop: FSR Policy Workshop: A Target Model for Electricity Capacity Remuneration Schemes
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

18 May
Conference: 10th Florence Rail Forum. Rail Freight in Europe: How to Improve Capacity and Usage of the Network?
Programme/Organiser: FSR Transport / Bert

20 - 21 May
Conference: Looking Back at Ten Years of the EU ETS: Lessons Learnt and Future Perspectives
Programme/Organiser: FSR Climate / Labandeira

21 May
Advisory Council: FSR Advisory Council Meeting
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

22 - 23 May
Conference: European Banking Union: Democracy, Technocracy and the State of Integration
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Culpepper, Grundmann, Heritier, Micklitz

22 May
Advisory Council: FSR Policy Advisory Council
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

25 - 26 May
Conference: Preparatory Conference towards the Final Report
Programme/Organiser: RELIGIOWEST / Roy

26 May
Conference: Memories and Movements: Protesting for Justice and Democracy in Southern Europe
Programme/Organiser: Mobilizing for Democracy / Vogiatzoglou
28 - 29 May
Conference: European Integration and Pathways away from the Periphery in Europe
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Bruszt, Vukof

28 May
Meeting: FSR Communications and Media Alumni
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

28 May
Advisory Council: FSR C&M Advisory Council
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

29 May
Conference: FSR Communications & Media Annual Conference on Network, Device, Service and Content: the Online Ecosystem
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

4 June
Conference: Inventing and Managing Difference in The Middle East. From the Ottomans to the Islamic State
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Triandafyllidou, Alahmad

8 - 9 June
Workshop: Tribes and Jihadism
Programme/Organiser: DIRECTIONS / Collombier

10 - 12 June
Conference: The Governance of Religious Diversity More or Less Secularism?
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Triandafyllidou

12 June
Workshop: Regulating Network Industries in Emerging Countries
Programme/Organiser: FSR Transport / Bert

13 June
Conference: Executive Symposium on the Future of European Aviation
Programme/Organiser: FSR Transport / Finger

18 - 19 June
Conference: Secular Stagnation, Growth and Real Interest Rates
Programme/Organiser: TPS / Portes

19 - 20 June
Workshop: EU Politics of Memory
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Closa

20 - 21 June
Programme/Organiser: Borderlands / Kuebler

26 - 27 June
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Botta
26-27 June
Conference: The Future of Basic Income Research
Programme/Organiser: RSC & MWP / Bidanu, Lepenies

1 - 2 July
Conference: Annual Conference of the Migration Policy Centre
Programme/Organiser: MPC / Fargues

8 - 9 July
Conference: Governing Irregular Migration: States, Actors and Intermediaries - held in Athens
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Triandafylidou

30 - 31 July
Roundtable: EU-Asia Roundtable
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Hoekman

17 - 18 September
Conference: EEEN - 2015 Forum
Programme/Organiser: FSR Climate / Labandeira

17 - 18 September
Conference: The Administration of European Democracy
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Laffan

18 September
Workshop: 7th Florence Air Forum - Regulating Drones
Programme/Organiser: FSR Transport / Kupfer

22 September
Meeting: FSR Market Design Exclusive Discussion Club
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

24 - 25 September
Workshop: Re-thinking European Integration in the Shadow of Crisis: Politics, institutions and Governance
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Laffan

25 September
Conference: Transnational Due Process and Freedom of Expression
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

25 September
Programme/Organiser: RSC & HAEU / Schlenker

1 - 2 October
Workshop: Efficiency and Effectiveness of the EU Budget
Programme/Organiser: GGP / De Feo
1 October
Programme/Organiser: RSC / Laffan

2 October
Conference: Arab Spring: Seeds of Justice? Reconciling post-revolutionary Tunisia and Egypt
Programme/Organiser: Mediterranean Programme / Lemiere, Roy

2 - 3 October
Workshop: 1st Thematic Workshop for the Project REDIAL
Programme/Organiser: REDIAL / De Bruycker

5 October
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

7 - 8 October
Conference: Innovation, Energy efficiency and System flexibility
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

8 - 10 October
Workshop: Willing to Pay? The Historical and Institutional Roots of Tax Compliance in Europe and America
Programme/Organiser: Willing to Pay / Steinmo

13 October
Debate: Evolution of EU Electricity Transmission in a Deeply Decarbonised and Integrated System
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

19 October
Workshop: Promoting Flexibility in the European Electricity System
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

21 - 22 October
Conference: ITHACA Project Final Conference - Migrant Integration and Transnational Mobility: Drivers and Obstacles
Programme/Organiser: ITHACA / Triandafyllidou, Gropas

22 - 23 October
Conference: FSR Climate Annual Conference 2015
Programme/Organiser: GGP & FSR Climate / Labandeira

23 - 24 October
Conference: 3rd EurasiaTrajeco Conference: “Empires, Trade and Migrations across the Eurasian Continent 10th-20th Century”
Programme/Organiser: RSCAS / Cassis

29 - 30 October
Conference: EU Energy Law & Policy workshop
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant
5 - 6 November
Programme/Organiser: MPM2 / Parcu

5 - 6 November
Advisory Council: FSR Policy Advisory Council
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

6 - 7 November
Meeting: Social Sciences Committee of Science Europe
Programme/Organiser: GGP /

9 - 10 November
Workshop: EU Competition Law Enforcement Workshop
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Monti, Mavroidis

11 - 13 November
Workshop: Workshop on Trafficking for Labour Exploitation in Domestic Work and Demand AT Meeting
Programme/Organiser: DemandAT / Triandafyllidou

12 November
Debate: Presentation of the book: EU Climate Policy EXPLAINED
Programme/Organiser: FSR Climate / Labandeira

16 November
Meeting: Brainstorming Seminar on the Mediterranean Programme
Programme/Organiser: Mediterranean Programme / Narbone

26 - 27 November
Conference: 2015 EUDO Dissemination Conference-Spreading Citizenship: regional dynamics of norm diffusion in Europe and the Americas
Programme/Organiser: EUDO / Baubock, Trechsel

27 November
Conference: 11th Florence Rail Forum
Programme/Organiser: FSR Transport / Bert

27 November
Meeting: Cultural Base meeting (Internal meeting)
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Triandafyllidou, Marchetti

1 December
Programme/Organiser: RSC / Laffan, De Feo

4 December
Workshop: FSR Policy Workshop: Market Coupling for the Internal Gas Market?
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant
4 - 5 December
Workshop: ENTraNCE for Executives Workshop - Antitrust Enforcement in Traditional V. Online Platforms
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

7-8 December
Conference: Issue Linkage and TTIP: Domestic Regulation and Transatlantic Integration
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Hoekman, Mavroidis, Micklitz, Purnhagen

7 December
Advisory Council: Florence School of Banking and Finance Advisory Council meeting and Curriculum meeting
Programme/Organiser: FBF / Carletti

10-12 December
Conference: International Economic Governance and Market Regulation
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant
APPENDIX V

SEMINARS, LECTURES AND WORKING GROUPS 2015

The Schuman Centre Seminar Series

28 January
Subsidiarity in Global Governance
Speaker: Markus Jachtenfuchs
Chair: Philipp Genschel

2 February
Science Diplomacy: What Is It, and Why It Matters?
Speaker: Angela Liberatore
Chair: Brigid Laffan

11 February
Joint seminar with “Europe in the World”: Topics in World Politics Today
European Military Transformation in Comparative Perspective
Speaker: Fabrizio Coticchia
Reluctant Hegemons: Explaining India’s and Germany’s Approaches to Regional Governance
Speaker: Sandra Destradi
Private Environmental Governance and Emerging Markets
Speaker: Philip Schleifer
Chair: Ulrich Krotz

25 February
Joint seminar with “Europe in the World”: Learning in Crisis: The Sources of NATO’s Institutional Memory
Speaker: Heidi Hardt
Chair: Ulrich Krotz
Discussant: Fabrizio Coticchia

11 March
Religion, Politics and Power in Changing Contexts
The Curiously Secularizing Effect of the Return of Religion to European Public Life
Speaker: Ronan McCrea
Tribalism without Tribes. Tribal Consciousness and Political Transition in Southern Tunisia
Speaker: Hamza Meddeb
The Tunisian Diaspora and the Political Transition
Speaker: Stéphanie Pouessel
Chair: Oliver Roy
25 March
The Politics of Constrained Discretion in the Age of Austerity: Analysing the Capacities, Preferences and Responsiveness of Political Parties
Speaker: Takako Imai
Discussant: Stefano Bartolini

8 April
Drawing Bridges: Comparative Analysis across Boundaries and Disciplines
Modelling the Spatiotemporal Circulation of International Coins: An Attempt to Map Territorial Integration in Europe through Ages
Speaker: Marion Le Texier
Sophie Lemière, Politics in a Grey Zone: Connivance Militancy in Malaysia and Tunisia
ILO Convention 189: a Tool for States or for Paid Domestic Workers? Examples from Ecuador and India
Speaker: Sabrina Marchetti
Diversifying the Uniform? Comparative Analysis between France and UK Military Institutions
Speaker: Elyamine Settoul
Chair: Youssef Cassis

12 May
The European Commission: Facing the Future
Speaker: Hussein Kassim
Chair: Sara Connolly

13 May
Jean Monnet Fellows Presentations
Fiscal Multipliers in the 21st Century
Speaker: Pedro Brinca
Public Debt Deleveraging
Speaker: Federica Romei
Fiscal Consolidation and the Underground Economy: The Case of the Southern European Countries
Speaker: Eugenia Vella
Chair: David Levine

3 June
Book presentation: The Presidential Republic
Speaker: Jean Blondel
Chair: Brigid Laffan

10 June
When the Gulf also Means Politics. Regional Turmoil and New Political Strategies in the Middle East
Speaker: Luigi Narbone
Chair: Philipp Genschel

24 June
Confidential Information and Trade Secrecy Looking for Harmonization in the Innovation Union
Speaker: Valeria Falce
14 October
Informal Governance and Unequal Institutions: Coping with Actor Heterogeneity within International Institutions, with Some Examples from the G20
Speaker: Lora Anne Viola
Discussant: Philipp Genschel

28 October
The Target Strikes Back: Explaining Russia’s Countersanctions Strategy Towards Europe
Speaker: Masha Hedberg
Chair: David Levine

11 November
Economic Implication of Climate Policies. FSR Climate Current Research
Climate Policies and Agriculture
Speaker: Martina Bozzola
How Electricity Generation from Intermittent Renewables affects Thermal Plant Emission Factors
Speaker: Christoph Graf
EU Climate Policy: Distributional Issues
Speaker: Jordi Teixido-Figueras
Chair: Xavier Labandeira

25 November
How was Election Fraud Abolished Historically? Sweden and the US in Comparative Perspective.
Speaker: Jan Teorell

2 December
Understanding the Arab World through the Lens of Demography
Speaker: Philippe Fargues

Seminars
30 January
Seminar: Restarting Economic Growth: Prospects and Dilemmas of the Italian Economy at the Beginning of a New “European Semester”
Programme/Organiser: RSC / Laffan

2 February
Seminar: Science Diplomacy: What Is It, and Why It Matters
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Laffan

11 February
Seminar: Regional Organizations and Democratic Conditionality
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Closa Montero

19 - 21 March
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant
27 - 28 March
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

30 March
Seminar: The Right to Be Forgotten
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

29 September
Seminar: Book Launch Seminar: Capacity Mechanisms in the EU Energy Market
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Hancher

5 October
Seminar: The Italian Contribution to the Debate on the Future of the Governance of the Euro
Speaker: Marco Piantini
Programme/Organiser: RSC / Laffan

4-5 November
Seminar: Seminar on Market Risk
Programme/Organiser: FBF / Carletti

Lectures

27 January
Lecture: Reconfiguration of Arab Politics
Speaker: Ali Adraoui
Programme/Organiser: MED / Roy

11 February
Lecture: Reshaping the Meaning of Borders: Separate and Unequal in Israel/Palestine
Programme/Organiser: Middle East Working Group & BORDERLANDS / Roy, Del Sarto, Collombier, Alahmad

10 March
Lecture: Closing the Effectiveness Gap: How Private Governance May Contribute to Global Constitutionalism
Speaker: Jan Wouters
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Mavroidis

27 April
Lecture: Achieving Sustainability, Competitiveness and Security - Europe’s Energy Union
Speaker: Andris Piebalgs
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

5 May
Lecture: At Europe’s Frontier: Mobilizing Borders in the Mediterranean
Speaker: Luiza Bialasiewicz
Programme/Organiser: BORDERLANDS / Del Sarto
18 May
Lecture: Strategies of Religious Warfare: Historical Reflections on Contemporary Religious Violence
Speaker: Brian Sandberg
Programme/Organiser: RSCAS / Roy, Marzouki

19 May
Lecture: Citizen Habermas
Speaker: Dick Howard
Programme/Organiser: RSCAS / Lanfranchi

23 September
The Yves Mény Annual Lecture: Europe's Financial Capitals, 1913-2015
Speaker: Youssef Cassis
Programme/Organiser: RSCAS

05 November
Ursula Hirschmann Annual Lecture: The Political Economy of Patriarchal Systems
Speaker: Nancy Folbre
Programme/Organiser: RSC & HEC / Downs
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12-15 January
Training Course: FSR Communications and Media Training for CNMC
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

26-29 January
Training Course: FSR Water Regulation Training
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

12-14 February
Training Course: Annual Training 2014-2015 on Communications & Media Regulation. Block 3: Internet Law & Economics and Audiovisual Content Delivery
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

23 February
Executive Training Seminar: European Aviation Safety: What can we do better?
Programme/Organiser: FSR Transport / Kupfer

23-27 February
Training Course: FSR Training Course on Regulation of Energy Markets and Infrastructure
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

23-27 March
Training Course: Specialised Training on Regulation of Gas Markets
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Ascari

13-17 April
Executive Training Seminar: Introduction to Fundamentals of Energy Regulation
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

15-17 April
Executive Training Seminar: GGP Executive Training Seminar: Europe In The World
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Krotz, Kindel, Malito

16-18 April
Training Course: Annual Training 2014-2015 on Communications & Media Regulation - Block 4: Competition Policy in Electronic Communications and Media Markets
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu
20-24 April
Training Course: Executive Training on Negotiating and Drafting Rules of Origin
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Hoekman, Inama

7-9 May
Executive Training Seminar: Mapping China’s Futures. A Scenarios-based Approach to Analysing China’s Socio-Political and Economic Dynamics over the Next Decade
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Andornino, Giovannetti
Speakers: 5

11-12 May
Executive Training Seminar: GGP Executive Training Seminar: Anti-Dumping: Yesterday’s Woes and Today’s Concerns
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Mavroidis

25-29 May
Summer School: Summer School for Journalists and Media Practitioners on Freedom and Pluralism of Traditional and New Media
Programme/Organiser: MPM2 / Parcu

28-2 June
Summer School: FSR Summer School on EU Energy Law & Policy. Renewables and Energy Efficiency
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Hancher

1-5 June
Training Course: FSR Annual Training on Regulation of Energy Utilities
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Gil

22-3 July
Summer School: 11th Migration Summer School - Multiple Approaches to Migration: Challenges at Origin and Destination
Programme/Organiser: MPC / Fargues, Lum

22-26 June
Summer School: FSR Summer School on Regulation of Energy Utilities
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Gil

10 July
Executive Training Seminar: European Low Carbon Policy. What main questions does it raise for the TSOs?
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

7-9 September
Training Course: Euro Area Business Cycle Network Training School: Term Structure Modelling and the Lower Bound Problem
Programme/Organiser: PWC / Marcellino

11 September
Training Course: FSR Energy Law Training on EU State Aid
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Hancher
15-17 September
Training Course: GGP Executive Training Seminar: Competitiveness of Small and Medium Enterprises - Recent Research and Evaluation Findings: Implications for Technical Assistance Provision
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Hoekman

23-26 September
Training Course: FSR Vlerick Future Power Grid Managers Programme
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

1-3 October
Training Course: ENTraNCE Judges 2016 - 3 Days Residential Training
Programme/Organiser: ENTraNCE 2016 / Parcu

5-9 October
Executive Training Seminar: Global Governance Programme and UNCTAD: Executive Training on Negotiating and Drafting Rules of Origin
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Hoekman, Inama

7-9 October
Executive Training Seminar: Executive Seminar Regional Integration in Latin America
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Closa, Kindel

26-28 October
Executive Training Seminar: GGP ExSem: Small Medium Enterprises and Foreign Direct Investments in Developing Countries
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Giovannetti

5-9 October
Training Course: FSR Annual Training on Regulation of Energy Utilities Block I
Programme/Organiser: FSR Energy / Glachant

26-30 October
Training Course: Annual Training 2015-2016 on Communications & Media Regulation - Block 1: Competition and Regulation in the Telecom Sector
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu

18-20 November
Executive Training Seminar: Regional Courts in Regional Integration Organisations
Programme/Organiser: GGP / Closa, Kindel

10-12 December
Training Course: FSR C&M AT Block 2 on Internet Technology, Law and Economics Part I: Search, Advertising and E-Commerce
Programme/Organiser: FSR C&M / Parcu
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20 February
Workshop: Out-of-Court Dispute Settlement in the Energy Sector
Programme/Organiser: RSC & LAW / Glachant, Micklitz

19 - 20 March
Conference: Symposium: The Banking Union and the Creation of Duties
Programme/Organiser: RSC & LAW / Grundmann

24 March
Conference: Parliaments and Parliamentary Elections in Europe
Programme/Organiser: RSC & MWP / Lefkofridi, Fromage, Fasone

30 March
Conference: The Right to be Forgotten
Programme/Organiser: RSC & LAW / Parcu

20-21 April
Conference: Domestic Dynamics and Global-regional Perspectives in the Gulf Region. Implications for the European Union
Programme/Organiser: RSC & SPS / Krotz, Lestra, Narbone, Roy

22-23 May
Conference: European Banking Union: Democracy, Technocracy and the State of Integration
Programme/Organiser: RSC & LAW & SPS / Culpepper, Grundmann, Héritier, Micklitz

28-29 May
Conference: European Integration and Pathways away from the Periphery in Europe
Programme/Organiser: RSC & SPS / Bruszt, Vukov

4 June
Conference: Inventing and Managing Difference in The Middle East. From the Ottomans to the Islamic State
Programme/Organiser: RSC & HEC / Alahmad, Triandafyllidou

26-27 June
Conference: The Future of Basic Income Research
Programme/Organiser: RSC & MWP / Bidadanure, Lepenies
25 September
Conference: The Building of a European Civil Society in the Context of Equality between Women and Men: The Legacy of Fausta Deshormes La Valle
Programme/Organiser: RSC & HAEU / Schlenker

5 November
Lecture: Ursula Hirschmann Annual Lecture The Political Economy of Patriarchal Systems, Nancy Folbre, University of Massachusetts
Programme/Organiser: RSC & HEC / Downs

7-8 December
Conference: Issue Linkage and TTIP: Domestic Regulation and Transatlantic Integration
Programme/Organiser: RSC & LAW / Hoekman, Mavroidis, Micklitz, Purnhagen Appendix XII. RSCAS Project acronyms
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2015 LIST OF ROBERT SCHUMAN PEOPLE

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Academic Administrator:
GOEI Mei Lan

Administrative Coordinator:
CATOTTI Marie-Ange

Project Managers:
HRISTOVA Ilina
LINSENMANN Ingo
MAZZETTI Claudio

Assistant Project Manager:
CAU Elena

Programme Manager:
ZORN Annika

Administrative Assistants:
BECK Sarah
BERNSTEIN Sarah
BETTIN Valentina
BOURSIER Aurélie
CALDINI Alessandra
CAVALLARI Monique
ELIA Francesca
HILTROP Julia
JURIŠEVIĆ Laura
LANFRANCHI Angelika
LYON Christine
MUSINA Patrizia
SAUGMAN Mia
SPAGNOLI Elisabetta
ST JOHN Sarah

Trainees:
BELLACCI Ilaria
DABROWSKI Jessica
GIAMBERINI Giorgio
MITKA Ioanna

The RSCAS also benefitted from the services of four financial officers and one trainee belonging to Budget and Financial Service; one computing site-office and one trainee from ICT Service and two porters from the Real Estate and Facilities Service.

FACULTY

FULL-TIME PROFESSORS

CANOVA Fabio, Joint Chair (with Economics Department) in Econometrics and Pierre Werner Chair (until 31/8/2015)
CASSIS Youssef, Joint Chair (with History Department) in Economic History
DELLA PORTA Donatella, Professor, Director of COSMOS (until 17/10/2015)
FARGUES Philippe, Robert Schuman Chair, Director Migration Policy Centre
GENSCHEL Philipp, Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in European Public Policy
GLACHANT Jean-Michel, Robert Schuman Chair Director of Florence School of Regulation and of the Loyola de Palacio Energy Policy Programme
HOEKMAN Bernard, Robert Schuman Chair, Director of the GGP research area ‘Global Economics’
KROTZ Ulrich, Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in International Relations
LAFFAN Brigid, Director of Robert Schuman Centre and of Global Governance Programme
LEVINE David, Joint Chair (with Economics Department) in Economics
MAVROIDIS Petros, Joint Chair (with Law Department) in Global and Regional Economic Law
POIARES PESSOA MADURO, Luis (on leave until 1 November 2015)
ROY Olivier, Joint Chair (with SPS Department) in Mediterranean Studies
STEINMO Sven, Professor, Director of ‘Willing to Pay’ Project
TRIANDAFYLLIDOU Anna, Robert Schuman Chair, Director of the GGP research area ‘Cultural Diversity’
PART-TIME PROFESSORS

BARDI Luciano, EUDO
CAFAGGI Fabrizio, HiiL
CAMBINI Carlo, Florence School of Regulation, Communications & Media Area
CANOVA Fabio, Florence School of Banking and Finance
CARLETTI Elena, Florence School of Banking and Finance
CLOSA Carlos, Global Governance Programme, research area ‘European Transnational & Global Governance’
CHRISTIANSEN Thomas, Global Governance Programme, research area ‘European Transnational & Global Governance’
CURTIN Deirdre, European Law
CRAMTON Peter
DE BEL-AIR Françoise, Migration Policy Centre
DE BRUYCKER Philippe, Migration Policy Centre
DE WITTE Bruno, EUDO
DEL SARTO Raffaella, BORDERLANDS project
FINGER Matthias, Florence School of Regulation, Transport area
GROTTI Vanessa, EU BorderCare project
HANCHER Leigh, Florence School of Regulation, Energy Law and Policy
HERITIER Adrienne, EUDO, European Parliament project
LABANDEIRA Xavier, Florence School of Regulation, Climate
MARCELLINO Massimiliano, RSCAS/Pierre Werner Chair
MARTIN Ivan, Migration Policy Centre
MEEUS Leonardo, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
PARCU Pier Luigi, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom, Florence School of Regulation, Communications & Media Area
PEREZ ARRIAGA Jose, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
PORTES Richard, Tommaso Padoa Schioppa Chair
RANCI Pippo, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
RAPOPORT Hillel, Migration Policy Centre
SASSANO Antonio, Florence School of Regulation, Media & Communications
SAUSSIER Stephane, Florence School of Regulation, Water Regulation
VALCBE Peggy, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
VENTURINI Alessandra, Migration Policy Centre
VIGNOLI Daniele, Migration Policy Centre
VINK Maarten, EUDO
EMERITUS PROFESSOR

BLONDEL Jean

RESEARCH FELLOWS

ANDRIGHETTO Giulia, ‘Willing to pay’ project
ANNICCHINO Pasquale, ReligioWest
ARRIGHI DE CASANOVA Jean-Thomas, EUDO
BETTIN Valentina, EUDO
COLLOMBIER Virginie, DIRECTIONS project
DI BARTOLOMEO Anna, Migration Policy Centre
DZANKIC Jelena, EUDO
FRAILE Marta, EUDO
GARZIA Diego, EUDO
GIL CONGOTE Hugo, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
GROPAS Ruby, Global Governance Programme
HOWARD Neil, Marie Curie Fellow
KEYAERTS Nico, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
LUM Kathryn, Migration Policy Centre
MAHER Richard, Global Governance Programme
MARCANTONINI Claudio, Florence School of Regulation, Climate
MARZOUKI Nadia, ReligioWest
NORI Michele, Marie Curie Fellow
SADOWSKA Malgorzata, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
SCHRAM Arthur
SCRINZI Francesca, Marie Curie Fellow
STEINDLER Chiara, BORDERLANDS
UMBACH Gaby, Global Governance Programme
WEINAR Agnieszka, Marie Curie Fellow
ZORN Annika, Florence School of Regulation, Energy

RESEARCH/PROJECT ASSISTANTS (with at least a half-time contract)

ACHILLI Luigi, Migration Policy Centre
ALESSI Pia, Florence School of Regulation
ANGELI Danai, DemandAT Project
ANTONIOU Myrssini, RSCAS/Florence School of Regulation
ATAK Kivanc, COSMOS
BARRETT Nicolas, Florence School of Banking and Finance
BARTOLINI Laura, Global Governance Programme
BELLACCI Ilaria, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
BERNARDO Daniela, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
BERT Nadia, Florence School of Regulation, Transport
BIRNBAUM Maria, ReligioWest
BONFANTI Sara, Migration Policy Centre
BROGI Elda, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
CALENDA Davide, Global Governance Programme
CANESTRINI Chiara, Florence School of Regulation Energy
CARCASCIO Eleonora, Global Governance Programme
CERNISON Matteo, COSMOS and Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
CONTI Bartolomeo, Prof. Roy
CONTI Ilaria, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
CROUCH Graeme, Global Governance Programme
D’ATTOMA John, ‘Willing to Pay’
DELGADILLO Andres, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
DOBREVA Alina, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
EGAN Martyn, Middle East Directions
FERNANDES Tiago, COSMOS
FIORINI Matteo, Global Governance Programme
GALLETTA Riccardo, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
GEMI Eda, ITHACA project
GINSBORG Lisa, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
GIUNTINI Lorenzo, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
GORI Paula, Florence School of Regulation and Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
GRAF Christoph, Florence School of Regulation, Climate
IGLIOZZI Roberta, RSCAS
ISAAYAN Irina, ITHACA and Global Governance Programme
KALANTARYAN Sona, Migration Policy Centre
KEHOE Anne Marie, Florence School of Regulation, Energy Law and Policy
KINDEL Matthias, Global Governance Programme
KUCHERENKO Vasyl, Prof. Laffan
KUPFER David, Florence School of Regulation, Transport
LANGTHORNE Matthew, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
LUCZAK Martha, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
MALITO Debora, Global Governance Programme
MARCHETTI Sabrina, Global Governance Programme
MARTORELLA Matteo, Migration Policy Centre and Florence School of Regulation
MATTONI Alice, COSMOS
McMULLIN Janto, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
MORGANTI Barbara, Florence School of Regulation, Climate
MORARU Madalina, REDIAL, Migration Policy Centre
NAUDTS Lorenz, ‘Strengthening Journalism in Europe’ Project
O’CONNOR Francis, COSMOS
OKYAY Asli, BORDERLANDS
OMBELET Pieter, ‘Strengthening Journalism in Europe’ Project
OSTLING Alina, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
OTTAVIANO Simone, Migration Policy Centre
PALESTINI CESPEDES Stefano, Global Governance Programme
PALUMBO Letizia, DemandAT project
PANOV Trajche, EUDO
REITER Herbert, COSMOS
RENAUDIERE Geraldine, REDIAL, Migration Policy Centre
RICARD-GUAY Alexandra, DemandAT project
ROCCHINI Ylenia, BORDERLANDS
RUBINI Luca, Global Governance Programme
SALAMONSKA Justyna, Migration Policy Centre
SBERNA Salvatore, COSMOS
SCOTTO Francesca, RSCAS/Global Governance Programme
SERRET SANAHUJA Joana, Migration Policy Centre
SIMUNJAK Maja, Centre for Media Pluralism & Media Freedom
SISSONEN Salla, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
STASI Maria Luisa, Florence School of Regulation, Communications and Media
THOLENS Simone, BORDERLANDS
TIMOFEEVA Tatiana, Florence School of Regulation, Energy
TRIPKOVIC Milena, EUI Forum
TSOURDI Evangelia, Migration Policy Centre
YOUNG Simon, Migration Policy Centre
VERDE Stefano, Florence School of Regulation, Climate
VOGIATZOGLOU Markos, COSMOS
WRIGHT Katerina, Global Governance Programme
ZAMponi Lorenzo, COSMOS
ZARAGOZA CRISTIAN Jonathan, BORDERLANDS Project